
4+lJJJf$l ir-.rill

2018-201,7 q/*l1Jl ttdl
cJSYI,r*.,l-2.rJl di.aill

e+t_!t f,t +.lt

drlsL&jYl3 rt{Jl L.in n"I
4*il,iiyl i*.l$4lt tj

qbYt drl*.rl-,1.rJl

J4;ll ii,".tt fuU-.;ilt 6ll-o crlylls-r
( Prestressed Concrete )

rl,tgl

tj4+,La #tS ql riSSl .pl.*r..oJl iE*yt

J

J..a. Cl,a iHJ,*i iJJiSJl .rel*.nll iE-,yl



Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

. Material properties

1- Strength of R.C /i :2! - 30 MPa'
2- Strength of P.C. fL:80 MPa'
3- Yield strength of Reinforcement Steel f y :300 - 420 Mpa

p.c. tendon

Type of steel Min tensile strength
Stress relieved wire 1325-1725 MPa
Hieh strength deformed bars 1103-1586 MPa
Seven wire strands 1725-1862 NIPa

. Advantaee of P.C than of R.C

L- Significantly smaller section (Whole Sec. & Strongest material conc. and
steel )

2- Smaller cracks (No corrosion)
3- Strongest Shear Resistance
4- Product, test of materials
5- Smaller amount of steel

o Disadvantage of P.C.

Stronger material (higher unit cost)
More expensive form works (precast)
End anchorage
Labour cost
More design conditions

. Tvpe of prestress concrete.

1-Pretension of prestress concrete

1-
)_

3-
4-
5-

TE, +
td rd

BeIOre cast of concrete
Where, Id is length of transfer

L

after concrete casting



Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

2- Post-tension prestress concrete
o Bonded
. Unbounded

Stages:
1- Jaking stage (\)
2- initial stage o" Truorfer stage (F), after immediate losses (Anchorage,

friction and elastic shortening)
r (selfweight *prestress forces)

3- service stage (F..), after time-dependent losses (shrinkage, creep, and
relaxation )
r Selfweight
o Prestress force
r Dead load
o Live load

cracking stage.
ultimate capacity of section.
Handling and transformation.

plate

4-
5-
6-

2



Concept of P.C. ( flexure)

Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

Stress analysis.
1- First concept (Elastic material)

I =u",\"'\
M.yt

I

\

\
M,Y

+

c.g.c: centroid of concrete (gross section)
c.g.s.: centroid of prestresing steel (tendon)

F h]ll[ i';',r.
F, I

il

F.e.yt
Ie= eccentricity

.c -F , F.e.y,
Itop: OO* I

M.yt

F

^,

H
H
F
A,

Yr
+

_F F.e.yr M.yn
I*t

{lbot- As

Where :

F=prestress force
A*: gross section area
I= gross moment of inertia ( I*)
r= I(r. + Adz)
y1= distance from section centriod to the top fiber
y6= distance from section centriod to the bottom fiber
M:bending moment.

Exl
For the prestressed concrete beam with a straight tendon shown in Fig below which is
under the prestressing force of 1620 kl[, it is required to calculate the extreme fiber
stresses at the mid-span by applying concept of elastic material. The uniformly
distribution load includes the self weight. Then draw the stress distribution across the

T5ommTn

ILI rzao.m

45 kN/msection at mid-span.

500 mm

^rn^r#^^^
t4F=1620kN

A t3m A 
3



Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

Solution:

Ag= 500*750 = 3.75*L0s *rn'
, _ 5oo x (750)3 : L.TSB* 1o1o mm4,- 

L2
750

7t : lb : i:375 mm

e:375-230:145 mm
w lz 4g x 7.32

M_ BB
L62O * 103

- 299.76 kN.m

L62O * 103 x1.45 (375) 299.76xLO6 x (375)
eItop- 3.75 x 10s L.758 * [[10

= - 4.32+5.01-6.39
= -5.7 N/mm2 (comp.)

f not. = -4.32 - 5. 01 + 6.39
= - 2.94 N/mm2 (comp.)

-4.32

H
- 5.01

+ 5.01 6.39

6.39

- 5.7

[t\l
\__l
- 2.94

1- Second Concept ( Internal resisting couple):
C: compressive internal force
T: tensile internal force
a: Iever arm
d: distance of (C) above centriod
d:a-e
T:C
But
T=F
.'. C=F
- -F F.e.ytSrItop- An- I -

-Fv
"' f ,op:;+; @.e - M)

t _ -F F.e.yo , M.yn
Ibot- 

^.- 
I - I

L.758 x fglo

+

Yg

M.yt

4



Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

-F ltu,.fnot:;*+w-F.e)

Mn"7Mc:M - F.e
M: Applied external moment due to external load= M.*1
Internal moment= F.a
Msal: M;n1

.'.]!l = M.*1= F.a
:. Mc - (F.a- F.e)
M"-F(a-e)
Mr:F.d

c
Itop-

-F _ Mr* lt

Ilbot-

I
Mr* ln

I

Ex2: Solve Exl by internal resisting couple?

Solution:

c-T-F-1620 kNl
M:299.76 kl\.m
Int. M=Ext. M
T.a=299.76 *103

a: Qgg.76*10) I L620: 185 mm
d:a-e

:185-145:40 mm
Mc = C * d : (1620*40) / 1000 : 64.8k1[.m
- -F Mr*lteItop- A- I

c --F , M,* ln
lbot- A- I

-L62O * 103 64.8 * 106 * 375

A_F

A

sItop- 375 x 10s L.758 * fQlo -5.7 N /mmz (Comp.)

64.8*LO6* 375 _ -2.94 N /mmz (Comp.)o- _ -1620*103 rI bot - 37S-10s T
-5.7

V
-2.94

5

1'758*1oro

500 mm
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3. Third concept (Load Balancing)
A) Parabolic tendon

w12
Mu*, - T

wu 12
Moa= f
Mo..:F.h .........(2)
Eq.(1):Bq.Q)

8 F.h:.wb = p
Wn"t: W - Wb

"'Mn"r=W
h= maximum eccentricity (e).
as before

-F rt*
ftop= Oo*; @.e-M)

-F tt.-
foot: Or*7+(M-F.e)
Mo,7(M-F.e)
M : ext. applied moment due to ext. Ioad = M.,1
For uniformly distributed load

w .12

B
M oot

1z:. Mnr, = g (w -wn)
1z g F.h: 
E- 

(w-T)

B: Singly Harped Tendon
The moment at the center due to the

(1)

M: M"rt=
Mnet: Mext

M =wul4
Mpre = F.e

.'.The upward thrust is: W6 :
Mor:(M-F.e)

Mnet - (M -ru*l

upward thrust (Wn) is given as:

4F.e

L

L

Free body diagram ofconcreteload =M.*,
6

M : ext. applied moment due to ext.

c.g.c

wb



Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

For uniformly distributed load
w .12

M = Mn"r: T
C: Doubly Harped Tendon

The moment at the center due to the upward thrust (Wr) is given as:

M=w6.1
Mpre: F.e

The upward thrust isz Wu -
M"";(M-F.e)

Mnet-(M-+)
M : ext. applied moment due to ext. load = M.r1
For uniformly distributed Ioad

w .12M: M"*, = 
B

L

Free body diagram ofconcrete

Ex3: Solve same example used (load balancing concept)

F.e

I

Solution:

8 F.h B * L62O x 0. 145wb:
(7 s)2

Wnet=W-Wb
= 45 - 35.3 = 9.7 kN /m

7

h=75o r,,,T T_l J vt=375 mm

csc tf .+-L-..-
vh=375mm I o 

' -[e=145Il I l23omm
500 mm

:35.3kN/m



Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

t. wnrt.lz 9.7 x (7.q2
t"rtet 

B B

: 64.6 kN.m

-F Mnet * lt
f rop :- AI

-L620 * 103 64.6 * 106 x 375:-
g.7S * 10s

: - 4.36 - L.38 :
-F . Mnet *

L.7SB* felo

(Comp.)

fnot: A +

: - 4.32 +1.38 : -2.94 N/ mm2 (Comp.)

Notes:

Aps: Area of Prestress tendon (mm2)

f 'r , f ,u,f pu'
Illtimate tensile strength of prestress ed tendon (breaking) (N /mmz)
lnitial Stase .

(; : initial prestress stress (lt /mmz).)
F; : initial prestress force (kN).
Fi :Aps*fri

Service Stage.
fr. : service prestress stress
Fr. : service prestress force
Fu.=Aps*fr.
R: Reduction factor
R: (1 - Losses)
Total Losses = l2oh - 20o
Fr.: R* F1

f..: R* fri

-5.7 N/ **'
It

( N/ mm2)
(kN)

-------| R= 80o/o - 88o/o

8

-5.7

\_ |

\__l
-2.94
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There are two types of losses in prestressed concrete
1- Immediate loss= Fi- Fi
2- Time- dependent losses: Fi- Fse

Load Variables
Fj = Jack force.

: The force which is applied to the tendons by the jack.

Fi: Initial prestressing force
Fse: Effective prestressing force after time-dependent losses

= The final value of prestressing force after the occurrence of creep, shrinkage
and relaxation.

lntroduction
In prestressed concrete applications, the'most important variable is the prestressing

force. In the early days, it was observed that the prestressing force does not stay

constant, but reduces with time. Even during prestressing of the tendons and the
transfer of prestress to the concrete member, there is a drop of the prestressing force
from the recorded value in the jack gauge. The various reductions of the prestressing
force are termed as the losses in prestress.
The losses are broadly classified into two groups, immediate and time-dependent. The
immediate losses occur during prestressing of the tendons and the transfer of
prestress to the concrete member. The time-dependent losses occur during the life of
the prestressed member. The losses due to elastic shortening of the member, friction
at the tendon-concrete interface and slip of the anchorage are the immediate losses.

The losses due to the shrinkage and creep of the concrete and relaxation of the steel

are the time-dependent losses. The causes of the various losses in prestress are shown
in the following chart.

Causes of the various losses in prestress

9



Structural Eneineering Division: 4th class

(ZLA,P. et. al -ACI-ASCE Committee on PC)
ttestimating prestress losses"pp 32-38
318M/318 RM -268
240 N/mm' 318-63
170 N/mm2 AASHTO 1975

1983 AASHTO

1985 PTI ( Post tensioning- institute)
Lump Sum (Post tensioned excluding friction)

Detailed estimation of losses
(A) Immediate losses

1. Anchorage loss (ANC)
Post tensioning
anchorage take up-(slippage at the end)

- AoE,
ANC: Lf ,- t --(1)

Prestress Concrete

Type of prestress
Total loss

f :28 N/mm' f. :35 N/mm'
Pre tension strand 310

Post tension wire or
strand

220 230

Post tension Bars 150 160

o Excluding friction losses

PTI Lump Sum tension).

Type of post tension steel
Total loss**

Slabs Beams & ioists
Stress relieved grade 270 strand
S.R.G 240 wire

210 N/mm' 240 N/mm2

Bars 140 Nimm' 170 N/mmz

Low-relaxsation grade 270 strand L00 N/mm' 140 N/mmz
** Friction losses excluded

10



Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

Example 1:
Compare ANC for two beams ,40m long & 25 m long.

(3.5 mm anchorage Take -up)
Initial prestress stress fr;:1050 N/mm2

Solution
AoE,ANC=Afr-;

ANC : Af s (40 m) : '',t l='oo 
* 103

' 40,*1br:L7'5N/mmz
ANCo/o =*rx 100 : # x 100 - L.67 o/o

ANC=af,(25m): #or{ .zs N/mmz

ANCo/o:o*: # * 1oo :2.67 o/o

Longer beams losses < shorter ones.

2. Friction loss:

Wobble friction
(un intensional) k

P, e-(kl*+ ua)

Ps

(1+kl*+ pa)

Where:
P1 :prestress force at the end point of segment
Ps :prestress force at the start point of segment
k:wobble friction coefficient
trl: curvature friction coeflicient
a: angle of curvature

curvature friction
(intensional) a , p

.,. .. (10) exact approach

(11) approximate approach,used

\t*t.*

Px=

Px= if,

Only in posttensioned P.C.

LI



Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

Table (1) : Friction Coefficients for Posttensioning Tendons.

Type of tendon
Wobble

coefficient (k) per
meter

Curvature
coefficient (p)

Tendon in flexible
metal sheathing
wire tendons
7-wire strand
hieh strensth bars

0.0033-0.0049
0.0016-0.0066
0.0003-0.0020

0.15-0.25
0.15-0.25
0.08-0.30

Tendons in rigid
metal duct
7-wire strand

0.0007 0.15-0.25

Pregresed tendons
wire tendons and
7-wire strand

0.001-0.0066 0.05-0.15

Mastic coated tendons
wire tendons and
7-wire strand

0.0033-0.0066 0.05-0.15

Example 2:
Symmetric post tensioned beam is tensioned from both ends. Calculate highest
friction losses in tendon (FR% ). Assume Ir :0.38 & k:0.0028 per "m"

5.5 m 4m 4m

22m

5.5 m 3m 3m 5.5m 4m 4m 5.5 m

St: straight tendon

L2

I
I

I

m
i

i\
iR=ls
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Solution:
Max Ioss is at E beam

1)Exact approach

a
i: sin-I (fl

/u\
:. d: 2 sin-l tZl- s'r 

\-/
For segment RS

r 4t
d- 2sin-l (*/ -o.L6rad.

For segment TW

d.- 2sin-1 (1s"
\ 35 J - o.oB57 rad

.'. total friction losses at w=

FR:Fi - 0.8564 F;: 0.1436 F;

FR
FRo/o: 

* 
x 100

0.L436 Fi
FRo/o: --....----- x

fi

a
2

b
2

100 - 14.360/o

segment I*
(m)

kt, c (rad) pG kI ** prc
"-(klx+ 

ua) Force @
end of
segment (F)

NR 5.5 0.0154 0.0 0 0.01s4 0.9847 0.9847 Fi
RS 8 0.0224 0.16 0.0608 0.0832 0.9202 0.9061 Fi
ST 5.5 0.0154 0.0 0 0.0154 0.9847 0.8923 Fi
TW 3 0.0084 0.0857 0.0326 0.041 0.9s98 0.8564 Fr

Q)E(kl- + pa): 0. 155 < 0.3

13



Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

i Approximate approach may be used

r. total Friction losses at w:
FR=Fi - 0.8601 Fi= 0.1399 Fi

FR
FRo/o: : x 100

fi
o.L399 F,

FRo/o: _=- * 100 : 13. 99o/o
fri

kl ** pa L

1+ kl** lrs

Force at end of segment (F)

0.0154 0.9848 0.9848 Fi

0.0832 0.9232 09092 Fi

0.0154 0.9848 0.8953 Fi

0.0410 0.9606 0.8601 Fi

t4
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3. Elastic Shortenine of Conc. (ES)

Prestress Concrete

Pretension
ES

Example 3:
Find ES% losses

Given: pretensioned

f'ri = 35 N/mm2

"f,; =1150 N/mm'
An. =1115 [lrl2, 4i=7.2
Mc(serq =158 kl[.m

Solution:
ffi=L42g *1.010 mma

A=3.5 *10s mm2

post tension
ES

ES= Lf,= K",4r OI* +- ry,
a= 0.9 pretension

= 1.0 post tension
K"r= 1.0 pretension

=0.5 post tension members when-sequential tensioning
pi = prior to transfer (initial prestress force)
A = area of gross-section
I= moment of inertia (gross-section)
e=eccentricity
Mc = B.M (self weight) (bending moment due to self weight of member) '
{; = Es / E'1 

Doooo N/mm2Es=modulus of elasticity of steel: 200000 N/mm-

E"i=initial modulus of elasticity of concrete (at transfer): +ZOO 
lf 

'rt

/i;= compressive strength of concrete at prestress transfer.

ToommT[--l f aso"

l-l;[ I I zzo,,
I[--i f rao*,

500 mm

F; =Aps *f.i=111'5*1150*10-3 : 1282 kll
q.F, aF, e2

E.S= Lfs=K",4i(;+--
K"r=t Pretension
q, = O.9 pretension

Mc e -

-l

I)

0.9 x LZBZ * 103 0.9 x L282 * 103 x22Oz 158 * LO6 *220
ES=1*7.2*( 3.5 x 103 L.429* fe10 L.429 x [Q1o

= 34.4 N/mm2
ES

ESo/o =;- x 100
lsi

34.4 x 100

15

:. ESo/o = 1150 = 2.99 o/o
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(B) Time-dependent losses
4. Creep (C R)

o Volume to surface ratio.
o Age (conc.) at prestress time.
o RH (relative humidity)
r Normal weight. (vs.) light weight.

ACI. ASCE
CR: Krrq(frir-fcas)-- (4)

Krr:2.0 pretension normal weight concrete.
Krr:1.6 pretension light weight concrete.
K"r:1.6 post tension normal weight concrete.
Krr= 1.28 post tension light weight concrete.
tl =Es/E.
Es:modulus of elasticity of steel: 200000'N/mm2
E. = modulus of elasticity of concrete (at 28 days age)= 47OO^|TL

f ', = compressive strength of concrete of 28 days age.

o For un bonded tendons the average compressive strength is used:
r cR: K"ry(f,o) (s)

Where:

f ciri concrete Stress at level of steel after transfer.

- dFi aFiez Me e

a : 0.9 pretensions
a:L posttensions
f cd.s = stress in concrete At c.g.s.. of tendon due to all superimposed dead loads that
are apply to the member after prestressing

- Mo ec
,cas ,

f ,lorJaverage .l-n..rrive stress in the concrete along the member length at tendon
c.g.s.:

15



Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete.==.== ====.===.
Example 4: Find CR (%)
Given:
pretension, normal weight concrete

f.i :1150 N/mm"
Ap, = L115 mm'
4 : 6.L (2s daYs f'r)
Mc: 158 kh[.m
Mn = 170 kN[.m

Solution:
A: 500*700= 3.5*

500 x 7003
t_'t2

10s *m'
L.429 * 1010 mm4

ToommIn I35omm
llop'l I 22omm

ll:_l I rao,.",-n

500 mm

158 * LO6 x22O

Yt=Yr =350 mm
€:1,5 -coyer= 350-130--220 mm
Fi:Aps * f.i

= 1L15*1"150 *10-3:1282 kll
CR= KrrY(frir-fcas)-- (4)

f crr

a-

aFi aFiez Me e
L 

--

A ' I I ---(6)
0.9 , (pretension)

0.9 x L282 * 103 0.9 x LZSZ x 103 x 22Oz
c
t ctr 3.5 t 10s L.429 x f Q1o L.4Zg * f e1o

= 4.77 N/mm2
Krr:2 pretensioned normal weight concrete.

Mo e L7O x LO6 x22O
f cds: ;: nVIs;ToLo :2.62 N /mmz
CR: 2*6.1*(4.77 -2.62)
:26.2 N/mm2

CR
cRo/o -_ - 

i. 100
Isi

26.2 * 100
CRo/o: = 2.28 o/o

1150

t7
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Volume / surface area
- RH (relative humiditY)
- Time from end of moist curing to prestress application.

sH:8.2x Lo-6k,7r" (r -o.oo24|) rtro-Rn) ..,.,.(7)

V/S: volume to surface ratio (mm)
: cross section arealperimeter

RII= average relative humidity (%)
Kr, = shrinkage coefficient

:L.0 for pretensioned of members

= table for post tensioned members 
.

Kr, for post tensioned members

5. Shrinkase Loss (SH):-

1 3 5 7 1,6 20 30 60

krr, 0.92 0.8s 0.80 0.77 0.73 0.64 0.s8 0.45

Example 5:
Given:-
posttensioned T-beam
25 days from end of moist curing
annual average RH=307o

f sr = 1050 N /mmz
Find SH%
Solution:

.sI[ : 8.2 x 10-6 krn E, (r - o.oo24
V 500 * 200 + l$Q x 800

- LOO mmS 500*2*LO0Ox2

Interpolate k 6 =0.6L
.'. .SH :8.2 x 10-6 x 0.61 * 200000 x

SH: 53,2 N/**,

SH
SHo/o : 

-Isi
Sg.Z x 100

500F-|

250

[) ctoo - RH)

T[lf zoo

'oool]_[ l,oo

(1 - 0. oo24x 100)(100 - 30)

SHo/o :
1050 - 5.O7o/o

18
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6. Relaxation Loss
(i) Level of prestress
(iD Type of steel

\

L4.7
REo/o: 

1200 
* 100 : L.22o/o

stress relieved strand
Low relaxation strand

ACI-ASCE committee
RE : lk,, - I 6H + CR + ESI C ... ,.. ,..(9)
K,. , J, C tables 4-5 ,4-6 {Lin & burns L982}

Example 6:
Compare the influence of using stress-relieved with low- relaxation strand for a

pretensioned beam where, 3o/or 4o/o & 60 losses for ES, C& SH, respectively
fri: fpi = 1200 N/mm2
(u = iru: 1860 N/mm2

Solution: fp

RE:lk,r-l$H+CR+ESl C
(1) 1860 N/mm2 stress-relieved strand

Tables 4-5 ,4-6
k..: 138 N/mm2 , J: 0.15

y - #: 0.645 + c :0.705 (by interpolation)fpu 1860

:. RE - [138 - 0. 15 (0. 06 + 0.04 + 0.03] * 12001
= 80.8 N/mm2

RE
REo/o:Tx100

Isi
80. B

REo/o: 
L2O6* 

100 : 6.730/o (stress relieued strand)

(2) 1860 N/mm2 low- relaxation strand
k.. :35 N/mm2 , J: 0.04
f-, L?OO

fou 1860 w

:. RE - [35 - 0.04 * 0. 15 x 1200] x 0.51 (by interpolation)
: 14.7 N/mm2

x 0,705

(low - relaxation strand)

Low-relaxation strand

Stress-relieved stra nd

L9
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Table (2): Values of k.. and J
Tvpe of tendon k'" Gr{/mm') J
1860 N/mm' Grade stress relieved (strand or wire) 138 0.1s
L720 N/mmz Grade stress relieved (strand or wire) 128 0.14
1655 or 1620 N/mm' Grade stress relieved (wire) 12L 0.13
1860 N/mmz Grade low-relaxation strand 35 0.04
1720 N/mm' Grade low-relaxation wire 32 0.037
1655 or 1620 N/mm' Grade low-relaxation wire 30 0.03s
1000 or 1100 N/mm' Grade stress relieved bar 4t 0.05

able (3) : Values of C

fo /fo, Stress relieved strand or wire Stress relieved bar or
low relaxation strand or wire

0.80 1.28
0.79 t.22
0.78 1.16
0.77 1.11

0.76 1.05
0.75 t.46 1.00
0.74 1.36 0.9s
0.73 t.27 0.90
0.72 1.18 0.85
0.71 1.09 0.80
0.70 1.00 0.75
0.69 0.94 0.70
0.68 0.89 0.66
0.67 0.83 0.61
0.66 0.78 0.57
0.6s 0.73 0.s3
0.64 0.68 0.49
0.63 0.63 0.45
0.62 0.58 0.4t
0.61 0.53 0.37
0.60 0.49 0.33

20



e=270 hffi r fL=al N/ 1m2 , flri=35 N/ mmr, f,;:1250 N/ mm2, Ap.:1000 mm2
fru= 1860 N/ mm2 s y":24 klVmt
Mn= 50 kN.m (at mid span)
RII:60%o (relaiive humidityl f--41 f

-zAt ,i
L2m 

| 150

Calculate losses (Yo), ES T I-i r
cR, sH, RE I L---. ---l + 7s

Use ( stress relieved or low relaxation) s00 I I 
o* | Lcompare&comment. 

- 

-L ]_:_l I42s
-tstt

Structural Engineeri Division: 4th class

H.'W.
Ql:
Pretensioned straight tendon

Q2: Post tensioned concrete beam wobble.k=0.003 per rrm'
1t :0.25, Aq.: 4 mm
Tensioning from end A only
Calculate ANC and FR losses. 

r

I

Di n in Prestressed Concrete Beams:

i) Initial stage: (stage of Transfer)

F; : jacking force

Prestress Concrete

2L



Structural E Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete
Steel tends to contract to its original length which is prevented

pretension) or by end plate (in post-tension), so remains in tension,
equilibrated by corresponding compression in concrete.

Because of elastic shortening, slippage at anchorages and frictional losses along
tendons, an immediate reduction in prestress force fiacking force, F; ) occur from (F,j
to initial prestress force @;) (stage of transfer)
F1 :initial prestress force.
Mc : bending moment due to selfweight (wg).

*Fi ey,
I

-Me lt
f,,

-Fi e ln
I

Direct stress dist Flexurel stress Flexurel stress
due to Fl due to F1 due to selfweight

-ye: compression
*ve: tension
Stress distribution immediately after prestress transfer (stage of transfer ), ( i.ebefore time dependent losses)

0 _-Fi,Fr.o.!t Me.lt
Itop- A - I

s _-Fi Fi.e.Io Me.lo
tbot-A - I -T

, iD Service stage:
Fr. : prestress force of service stage (after losses)

Note: Elastic,shortening (ES) in concrete, slippage at anchorages (AllC) and frictional
losses (F'R) along tendon, are an immediate reouction in p..i..r, force, while, creep
(CR), shrinkage (SID and stress relaxation (RE) are time dependent losses.

'l;:l[ .;,;.,r"
F-l

b

TY, a7.+ ),
Yb IA r/

by concrete (in
this tension is

_L
A

I

I

*Me ln
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Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete
Fr.=RF;
R= reduction factor
R=1-L
L: Time dependent losses
Losses = l2o/o-20o/o
R= 887o-80o/o
M1 = total bending moment
Mt=Mc+Ms
M, : bending moment due to service load.
M, = Ms.o.r * Ms.t.t

M s.D.t: bending moment due to service imposed dead load
M s.t,.r.: bending moment due to service live load.

fcsfcs-F ""

'i;+E :,;:r.il .IFbr il Y6 I

lF"" e y,
I

-Mt lt
I=\l\t\+N 1\

!+v,-Fr" €!,
I

Direct stress dist Flexurel stress
due to F,. due to Fr.

\\u
Flexurel stress

due to M1

stress distribution in service stage (after time dependent losses)

c _ -F r" , F r* e.!t Mt.lt
Itop- A - I - I
,F _ -F r" F r".e.!o Mt.!n
tbot- A - I - I

Analvsis of sections for Flexure:

Sign conversion : Compression stresses (-ve)
Tension stresses (+ ve)

Stresses in Concrete Duq to Prestress:

Stresses in concrete due to prestress are always computed by the elastic theory.
For a concentric (e:0) prestressed pre- tensioned -.*L.r, the compressive stress
produced in concrete can be calculated using the transformed uncracked section
method.

A, *flA,
23
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And that induced in steel is

Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

nFAfr:flfr: -

&*fss#

ffi**rurgr ffi*""her

Sc

ffie
=;l.I*tx*rt
Paj.t"" *l
-4rg#rS#

In the usual practice, the reduction in steel stress resulting from elastic shortening
of concrete is approximated by

af,:-+ or af,:-+
After the transfer of prestress, further losses will occur due to creep and shrinkage in
concrete. Theoretically, those losses should be calculated on the basis of a transformed
section. In practice, such losses are usually calculated based on the gross area of
concrete [for simplicity].

Example:
A pre- tensioned member has a rectangle section of 200 x 300 mm. It is

concentrically prestressed with 520 mm2-of high tensile wire, which is anchored to the
bulkheads at a unit stress of 1000 N/mm2 . Assuming that ni :6, compute the stresses
in the concrete and steel immediately after transfer.

At

ts"

EI
150

c.g.c & c.B.s.

150

200
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Strrctrta f"gi".
Solution (1) :

An exact theoretical solution using the elastic theory

cFjFjlc: wherer(Ar: Ag -Ar)A, *nA, As *(n-L)A,

520 * 1000
= -8.307 N /mmz

2OOx 300 +(6-1) x52Of , =
Af, : nf, : 6*(-S.SOZ) = -49.84

Stress in steel after transfer: 1000-49.84 :950.16 N/mm2

Solution (2):
An approximate solution. The loss of prestress in steel due to elastic shortening of
concrete is estimate by :

6x52O * 1000

200 x 300

(Comp.)

N /mmz

: -52 N /mmzLf,: nFj 
=As

Stress in steel after loss, fr1:L000-52:948 N/mm2
Stress in concrete is

F, 948 * 52Of^=_-- = -g.ZL6N/mmz (Comp.)t c As 200 * 300 \---'-r'./

Answers are very nearly the same for both solutions. The second solution is

more convenient end is usually followed.

Suppose that the prestress force is applied to the concrete section with
eccentricity ( e)

ia
li
,l:d*-r--il "" 

,1,;1''-P'*

,fqd* /w*s&*,

--l
'"r' ' t-**I-5.:t; . . "J?:i**. 

-*---*--*TIry?,r 
-?f

ilulr,rtg /rut{er g*.#**
*l fr*-
intr,+ iaY

I r.{- r
c.c.f
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Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

ft is more exact to use the uncracked transformed section, the transformed moment ofinertia and eccentricity should be measured from the centroidal axis of the
transformed section. however, in practice, this procedure is seldom followed. Instead,
the gross or net concrete section is considered. The error is very small in most cases.

Example:
A pre-tensioned member with rectangular section of (200*300 mm). It is

eccentrically prestressed with 520mm2 of high tensile steel wire which is anchored to
the bulk heads at unit stress of 1000 lY/mmz. The c,g,s. is 100 mm above the bottomfiber' Assuming that n,:S, compute the stresses in the concrete immediately after
transfer.

o
OO
o.o

frso
-l-..e..lso

['oo
200

Solution (1):

-

An exact theoretical section, Using the elastic theory, the centroid of the
transformed section and its moment of inertia are obtained as follows:
Uncracked transformed :

(n-1) Ap, : (6-1) *520 = 2600 mm'
v - >A'Y'LA
Total moment about c.g.c.

An*zero*(n-L)Ao, xSO

A;W
2600 * 50

7o=

"' 7o:
N.A50

(n-l) A."
100

200x300+2600 - 2.077 mm

+ 200 x 300 x2.o772 + 2600* ( 50 _ 2.ozz1z

- 4.56x108 mma

t -20Ox3003rN'A - Lz

300

c.g.s.
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Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

Top fiber stress (ytop:150+2.077)=152.077 mm

ttop- -T- I,

520 * 1000 52O x 1000 (50 - 2.077) x L52.077
200*300+2600

= - 8.307 +8.307:0.0

Bottom Fiber stress ( ynott:l 5 0-2.07 7):147 .923

- F Ft€lnott
f nort: - T

4.56 * 1og

520 x 1000 520 x 1000 (50 - 2.077) x L47.923
2OOx300+2600

: -8.307 - 8.08 : -16.387 N/mm2 (Comp.)

- -8.67+8.67 :0.0
Bottom Fiber stress ( yrott: L50 mm)
- F F €lbottc. lbott- - ,qr- h
= - 8.67-8 . 76= - 17.34 N/mm2 (Comp.)

4.56 x 108

Solution (2):
An approximate analysis, using gross section properties..

Top fiber stress ( ytop: 150 mm)

c F , F eltop
ttop- - h- h

52O x 1000 520 * (1000) . (50) * 150
I

200 x 300 200 x 3003
L2
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Structural E Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete
For a post-tensioned member before being bonded the prestress force F to be

used in analysis is the prestress force minus the estimated losses.
To evaluate I; either the net or the gross concrete section is used (the net section

is the concrete one).
After the steel is bonded to the concrete, any loss that occurs actually happens to

the section as a whole. For the sake of simplicity, an exact analysis based on the
transformed section is seldom made. Usually, the reduced prestress is estimated and
the stresses in the concrete are computed using the net concrete section (gross
concrete section may sometimes be used).

Stresses produced by external loads may be computed on the basis of
transformed section if accuracy is required; otherwise, gross section is used for the
computations.

Example:
A post-tensioned beam has a midspan cross section of 200x300 mm with a duct

of 50x75 mm to house the wires, as shown in the figure. It is prestressed with 320 *,,'
of steel to an stress of 1000 N/mm2. The stress is reduced Ly 57o immediately after
transfer because of the anchorage loss and elastic shortening of concrete. Compute the
stresses in concrete after transfer.

. 200 mm

tr ._-- c.g.s.

I,'

300 mm

,50

tt
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Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

Solution (1):
Using the net section of concrete. The centroid and
concrete section are computed as follows.
A":200*300 - 50*75: 56250 mm'
Moment about c.g.c.

EA.y T

the moment of inertia of the net

, 200 mm

tt
to=

Io:
ZA

Ac*zerolTxsls*75
. l-Y,
u. o. --]-
.9.c., gross

Tslvo
c.E.s. 

I7sI!o: ffi=|mm l'u-
Yt= 150-5 : 145 mm
yut= 1"50*5=155 mm
r:200*30031r2 + 200*300* (5)2 - [ 50*753n2 +50*75

= 4.26 *L08 mma
Fi=520*1000* 95/100 :494000 N

Top fiber stress (ytop:145 mm)

c Fi , Freltop
Itop- - A - I

Ac - hole

0+ 50*75*75

494OOO 494OOO * (75 * 5) x L45
- _ 

-+

56250 ' 4.26 * 108
= -8.78 + 13.45 : + 4.67 N/mm2 (tension)

Bott. Fiber stress ( yuott:155 mm)

oI bott. - -
Ft _ Ftelnott.
AI
494OO0 494OO0 x (75 + 5) x t$5
56250 4.26 x 108

= - 8.78- 14.38 : - 23.16 N/ mm2 (Comp.)

,50 ,

*(75+O2l

29
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Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete
Solution (2):

Using gross- section of concrete
Ae= 200*300= 60000 mm'
Ig= 200*3 0031 tZ: 4.5* los mma
Top fiber stress (ytop:150 mm)

F. Ft € ltopftop:-n*ff
494000

1 
- 

-J

60000 '

r Fi Fi e lnott.
I bott. - - ,"- h

494OOO * (75) x 150

4.5 * 108
r r.rr-^^---2= -8.23 + 12.35 : + 4.lZ N/mm (tension)

494000 494000 x (75) x 150

-

60000 4.5 * fge

: - 8.23 - 12.35= - 20.5g N/mm2 ( Comp.)

The approximate solution using the gross concrete section would give good results in
this example.

If the eccentricity does not occur a long one of the principal axes of the section,it is necessary to resolve the moment into two components along the two principal
axes . The stress at any point is given by:

, F.er.!
Ix

F
f -- it

v
:
I

30
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Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

Stresses in concrete Due to loads
o For a pre- tensioned beam, steel is always bonded to the concrete before any

external load is applied. The values of (A, y, e, and I) should be computed on
the basis of a transformed section. For approximation, either the gross or the
net section of concrete can be used in the calculations. The magnitude of error
can be estimated and usually it is not serious except in special cases.

o When the beam is post- tensioned and bonded, the transformed section can be
used for any load applied after the bonding has taken place. If the weight of the
beam itself is applied before bonding takes place, it acts on the net concrete
section which can be used for stress calculations.

r For post- tensioned unbounded beams, the net concrete section is the proper one
for all stress computations.

The resulting stresses in concrete due to both prestress and loads are

When prestress eccentricity and external moments exist along two principal axes, the
general elastic formula is

My  
I

Mr! , Myx
f-Ix Iy

Fr"€! _ Mt!
J--

I,I

FseeyY , Fr"€xx 
,

t-lIx Iy

31
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Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

Example:
A post- tensioned bonded concrete beam(300x600 *^), see figure below, has a
prestress of 1600 kN in the steel immediately after transfer (F;), which is eventualty
reduces to 1400 kN after losses (Fr.). The beam carries fwo live loads of 40 kll each in
addition to its own weight w*: 43 kl[/m. compute the extreme fiber stresses at
midspan,

a) Under the initial condition, with full prestress and no live load, and
b) Under the final condition, after the losses have taken place, and with fully live

Ioad. 
y

To be theoretically exact, the net concrete section should be used up to the time of
grouting, after which the transformed section should be consid.".d. Ifowever, an
approximate solution based on the gross section of concrete at all times is sufficiently
exact

emidspan :300-180= 120 mm.

A* = 300 *600:180000 mm2 :180*103 mm'

re= 300*600311^2- 5.4 *loe 
^mo

-T

,r, r
-f -'-t''s''

- L"-'- {.s.s
_118



Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

a) Initial condition

Dead- load moment at midspan, assuming that the beam is simply supported after
prestressing

w.l2 4.3 * LZzMs: t- B :77.4kN.m

f __F, *FieI =Mn!,AII

1600 * 103 1600 * 103 x L20 x 300 77.4 * 106 * 300c-_ r - --- --- -
' 1^g0x103 r S.4* 10e '

f :-8.89 +LO.67 +4.3

flop : -8.89 +10.67-4.3: -2.52 N/mm2 (Comp.)

fbott : -8.89 -10.67 *4.3: -15.26 N/mm2 (Cbmp.)
b) Final condition

M.=p*a
M, =40 * 4.5 = |80 kl[.m

Mt:Mg 4 M. : 77.4 + 180 : 257.4 kN.m

- Fr" Fr"€I : Mtt
J:--+J--t AL I ' I

c 
- _ r --- --- :t 

1^B0 * 103 -r- 5.4 x 10e I

f :-7.78+9.33 +L4.3

f,op = -7.78 +9.33 * 14.3: -12.75 N/mm2 (Comp.)

fbot = -7.78-9.33 + 14.3: -2.81N/mm2 (Comp.)

5.4 x 10e

L4OO * 103 L4OO * 103 x L20 x 300 257.4 x LO6 x 300
5.4 * fQs
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Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

ACI 3l8M-Requirements

1) Prestressed flexural members shall be classified BSr class(U) , class (T) or
class(C), based on fts, the computed extreme fiber stress in tension in the
prestressed tensile zone calculated at service loads as follows.

a) Class (U):,fr, 
= 

0.62 m
b) Class (T) : 0. 62 J fL 3 f ,, < L.o Jn
c) Class (C) : f ,, > t.O ,n

Where:

f'rz Cylindrical compressive strength of concrete atZSdays age.

class (U) members are assumed to behave as uncracked members.,The behavior of
class (T) members is assumed to be in transition between uncracked and cracked.
Class (C) members are assumed to behave as cracked members.

For class (U) and class (T) flexural members stresses at service loads, shall be
permitted to be calculated using the uncracked section, gross-section properties can
be used instead of uncracked section for these two classes.

For class (C) flexural members, stresses at service loads shall be calculated
using the cracked transformed section.
At stage of transfer (initial stage) stresses shall be permitted to be calculated using the
uncracked section, and gross-section can be used for all classes of flexural members.

Permissible (allowable) stresses:

i) Staee of transfer (initial stage).

Stresses in concrete immediately after prestress transfer ( before time-dependant
prestress losses shall not exceed the following:

a) Extreme fiber stress in compression,

f ci:0.6 f'ri

b) Extreme fiber stress in tension except as permitted in (c)

f ti: 0.25 lf ,,\
c) Extreme fiber stresses in tension at ends of simply supported members

f tr: o. s 
J/;,
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Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

Example:
Check the simply supported beam shown in the figure with respect to the
permissible concrete stresses. The foltowing data is given z fL = 36 N/mm' , fli:30
N/mm2 , Fi : l2O0 kl[, R = 0.8, e mid-span=32l rlr r span =18 m,
S.D.L. * S.L.L.:8 kN/m.

,400rl-----_-iw

Solution:
Calculation of concrete stresses at extreme tensile fiber at service stage based on gross
section properties.
Gross-section properties
A, = 2(400 *200)+(350 * 

1 50):! 12.5x1 03 mm'
yt= yu =-+ : 375 mm

150 x 3503 I /+oo x 2oo3\ ^lIg: Lz * , [( , )+ 
(+oo *2oo)(2rr)")

I n: 13!69.27 x L06 mma

ws: An * Yc :2L2.5 x103 * 10-6 *24: S.LkN/rn
w.* L2 5. 1* 182

Me : t--: g :2o6'55 kN'm

w-* L2 8x 182Mr: ,-- -6-:324kN.mMt = Me * Mr:206.55 + 324 = 530.55 kN.m

- -F r" F r".e.!t Mt,ln
fbot:A-I-I
F r" : R x Fi = 0.8*1200=960 kll

-960 * 103 960 x 103 * 325 x 375 530.55 * 106 x 375c
lbot- 2t2.5 x 103 L3L69.27 x L06 L3L69.27 * L06

=-4.518-8.884+15.108
f t, : f uot = +L.7O6 N /mmz (tension)

,r{

lzooT

1 1,,.
lgso I

t *]-
150

18m
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Prestress ConcreteStructural Engineering Division : 4t14e!e

o.62"[fL: o.62 * rffi - 3.72 N /mmz

-:.f ,,<0.62 4f ,
:. class U

at both stages,uncracked. transf ormed section is used

but gross-section properties can be used

:.A= As
I: Is

a) Initial stage (stage of transfer) at midspan

Allowable stresses

f tr : o.2S ,[fi: o.25V3O = 1'37 N /mmz (tension)

f ci: 0.6 f'ri: 0.5 x 30 : tB N /mmz (conipression)

- -Fi.Fi.e.!t Me.lt
ftop=f +'T 3 fti

-L}OO x 103 L}OO * 103 * 325 x 375: ZI|S; Lo3 
'r 

L3L69.2'/ x Lo6

= - 5.647 +11.105-5.882

= - 0.424 N/mm2 compression (limit is 1.37 N/mm2 tension) o.k.

^ -F, Fr'% * Me:Yn 3 f ,ifbot= A - I -T
-L?,OO * 103 L}OO * 103 x 325 x 375:-+- zLLS .TF - L3L69.27 * Lo6

=-5.647-11.105+5.882
= - fO.SZ N7-rrr' compression (limit is 18 N/mm'compression) o.k

206.5$ * 103 x375

tgtOg.27 * !06

206.$$x103 x375

L3L69.27 x LO6
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Structural E ineerins Division: 4th class

Yu=375-

fF - 0.424

[1
1_)

fti= -1

TY,=3zs* .*_.-"_ _;

Prestress Concrete

,0.87

Direct stress
due to Fi

Flexurel stress
due to Fi

Flexurel stress
due to selfweight

f ,,:
Fr.:

Stress distribution at initial stage (stage of transfer )
before time dependent losses.

b) Service load stage
Allowable stress

f rop

O.6 fL = 0.6 x 36 = 2L.6 N /mm2 lcompression)
R* Fr = 0.8*1200:960 kNl

:-!r"-Fr"'9'!t-ry 3f*AII_
-960 * 103 960 x 103 * !,1$ x 375 530.55 x 103 * 375

:-+-,ILs * LG r L9L69.27 x L06 L3L69.27 x L06

:-4.518+8.884-15.108
-- - L0.742 N/mm2 (compression) (limit is 21.6 N/mm2 compression) o.k.

-4.518 -15.108

I

+15.108

f ,r= - 10'742

\,-l
\ N

fts= +1'706

Direct stress
due to Fr.

Flexurel stress
due to F..

Flexurel stress
due to load

Stress distribution at service stage

after time - dependent losses.

38

+11.105

-11.105

-5.882

+5.882

-8.884

Ty,=3zs FZ \-l.r t/ \=,,-,+ A l.\



St.r.tr.rt g"gi".
H.W.3: Double (T) roofine

Given:
f'ri=24N/mmz
f', -- 38 N /mmz
Ap, = 1000 mm'
f si = L?OO N /mmz
Time - dependant losses; L=!So/o

Yc = 25 kN /m3
S.D.L. +S.L.L. =2 kN/m2
Check the beam with respect to the permissible concrete stresses.

1oo I
600 I

I

39
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Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

Cracking Moment

It is the moment that causing the first hair crack in a prestressed concrete
beam and is computed by elastic theory. Cracking is assumed to start when the
tensile stress in the extreme fiber of concrete reaches its modulus of rupture (f.).
If the concrete has been previously cracked by over loading, shrinkage or other
causes, cracks may reappear at a slightest tensile stress

f.+f,.f,

\\
f.

Ml Stress block for M2
f

Stress block for Mr + Mz

At service load stage

.c -F*
I bot: A

Fr"*e*yb .ry= f,(tension)

IuI^-:f"* F'"'I
u, lt 

f sr.e+ 4 yu

The above expression may be derived from another approach. When the center
of pressure of concrete (C) is at top kern point, the stress at the extreme bottom fiber
will be equal to zero. The resisting moment (Mr) is given by the prestress force F..
times its lever arm (e+k )
Mr = Fr" (e + kr)

12k*=-"yb
40

F
b

'i4[ i';',r.

f.

^\--lu\l(,\l \tF." \
0

Stress block for



Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

r,
where : r is the radius of Slration : I

{,4
For a rectangular section

7w,: 
trU
rz nz 1tzkt: ln h/2 ht3 T. . lhlz

r,=h/6 L

Additional moment resisted by the concrete up to its modulus of rupture is
f-Ipl, -'L'yb

Hence, the total moment at cracking is
IMrr: Mt* Mz: Fr" (e + kr) * f , */ rz \ IM"r: F*l"** 

)*rr*\

Examplel:
The post-tension simple beam with a span of 12 m carries a uniformly distributed load (w)
kl[/m in addition to its own weight (4.4) kN/m. The prestress stress in the steel after
deducting all losses (fse) is 830 N/mm2. The parabolic cable has an area (Ap,) of 1600 mm2 .
compute the uniformly distributed load (w) that can be carried by the beam,

1- For zero tensile stress in the bottom fiber.
2- For crackins in the bottom fibers at a modulus of rupture of 4.2 N/mm2.

mid-span ...tiorl--- g;o

I
,oo 

-[

4t

-f - -9:B'c'

- {,130- ..e.r,
LLTO

h
6



Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

Considering the critical midspan section and use gross concrete section properties kl is
computed as:

rz h 600
kr = - 

_ = : -- - LOO mm aboue the mid depth'yb66

The center of pressure (C) must be located at the top kern point. Hence the resisting
moment

Mr: Fr" (e + kr)
Fre: f ," * Ap,
Fr" = 830 * 1600 * 10-3 : L328kN

Mr = L328 (f go + 100) * 10-3 : 305. 4 kN.m

wl2M :-
B

(+.++w) *LZz
ttt I

. (4.+ +Bw) * L22305.*:T
:. w = L2.57 kN /* (f or zero stress at bottom f iber)

(2)Additional moment carried by the section up to beginning of cracks is:

c t , n 300x6003
Mz =f 'I - 

+' z * 
- .T- x 1o-6 :7s.6 kN.m' yn 300

The cracking mome nt M rr:Mr + Mz

M r, :305.4+7 5.6:381 k}[.m

(4.4 + w) * L22 (4.4 + w) x L22i'Irr: S ,381 :-5--
:. w : L6.77 kN /* (f or cracking stress)
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Structural Engineering Division: 4th class Prestress Concrete

Ultimate Moment

. Exact analysis for the ultimate strength of a prestressed-concrete section under
flexure is a complicated theoretical problem, because both steel and concrete
are generally stressed beyond their elastic limits. However, for design purposes,
where an accuracy of 5-10o/o is considered sufficient, relatively simple
procedure can be developed.

r A simple method for determining ultimate flexure strength is presented here:
the method is limited to the following conditions.

1- The failure is primarily a flexural failure.
2- The beams are bonded (unbounded beams posses different ultimate strength)
3- The beams are statically determinate
4- The load considered is the ultimate load obtained from short stTtic test (impact,

fatigue or long time loading are not considered).
The method is based on the simple principle of resisting couple in a prestressed beam.
At ultimate load, the couple is made of two forces ( C and T ) acting with a lever arm
(a). The steel supplies the tensile force (i) and the concrete supplies the compressive
force ( C).

Modes of failure of prestressed-beam sections
The failure of a section may start either in the steel or in the concrete.

L- Under-reinforced section:

a) When the amount of steel is small and the compressive flange is restrained and
possesses a higher strength, the steel yields and breaks before crushing of
concrete.

b) If the amount of steel is moderate then the steel yields excessively. Failure is
finalize by crushing of concrete (amount of steel 0.3-0.8%)

2- Over-reinforced section:

If the amount of steel is very high, the concrete crushes before yielding of the steel
(amount of steel ,1"/")

I For too lightly reinforced section; failure may be occur by breaking of steel
immediately following the cracking of concrete. This happens when the tensile
force in the concrete is suddenly transfer to the steel whose is too small to
absorb that additional tension. (amount of steel about 0.lo/o ).
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Under reinforced bonded beams:

C:T: Aprf',
f ', = f ,u:f pu: ultimate stress in steel

Mr:T*a:C*a

To determine the lever arm (a) it is only necessary to locate the centriod force C.
There are many plastic theories for distribution of compressive strength in concrete at
failure assuming the stress block to take the shape of a rectangle, trapezoid, parabola,
etc. (any of these methods is sufficiently accurate, because they would yield nearly the
same lever arm (difference is about 5%)).
Choosing the simplest stress block, a rectangle
C:O.BSf'rbkd
Where the average compressive stress at failure : O.BS f ',

C=T
o.85 f'cbkd

or kd=
o.Bs fLb

0.85f , z t<ar2

a Tr.aT H4 .
| 't- l"| 4t

_ Ap, f,,
Aet f't

These formulas apply if the compressive flange has a uniform width (b) at failure
The lever arm for a the rectangular stress block is

r kdto- (d -T)
hence, the ultimate resisting moment is

Mo=T x a =Aerf'r\-ry)
By substituting the expression of ltu the above equation, we have

/r- Ar"/l \M, = Aes fL dl:\^ zxo.ssfLbd)
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Examplel:
A rectangular section of 300x600 mm is prestressed with (Ap, : 970 mm2 ) of steel

wires to an initial stress (fr) of I"000N/mm'. The c.g.s. of the wire is 100 mm above the
bottom fiber of the beam, f', = 1650 N/mm2; fL :3+.5 N/mm2. Estimate the ultimate
resisting moment of the section.

Solution:
Assuming that the wires will be stressed to their ultimate strength, the total force (T)
at failure
T= Aps * fL :97O x 1650 x 10-3 = 1600.5 kN

kd":ffi
97Ox1650*103

0. 85 x 34.5 * 300
= LBLmm

d:h-cover
:600 -100 = 500 mm

a: d -kd/z: 500 - 18112 = 409.5 mm
Mu = f*U

:1600.5 * 409.5*L0-3

-- 655.4 kN[.m

Half elevation

0.55f c 7h/2
a Tr.aT Ff4 c| 't- l"| 4T

s00

c.g.c.

100
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Example2:
The T-section shown in the figure is reinforced with
prestressed to an initial stress (f,) of 1000 N/mm2 , /!
N/mm2. Estimate the ultimate resisting moment,

(soo * 7s) (+) + (Lsz* 130) . (ry+ 7s)
ttro 5oo x zS + L3zx L3o

(Ar, =970 mm2 ) of wires
: 1650 N/mm2 , fL= 34.5

500

s00
0.85f , / kdtz

a TraT H{.
I -[ ],"

HaIf elevation

Solution:
assuming that the steel is stressed to its ultimate strength hence,

T:Aps f,, : g7O x 1650 x 10-3 : 1600. 5 k}l

The total compressive area required for concrete

130.l-----l
300

Section

C T 1500.5*103
A'o*p': o*t f 

: o$ fL= ors - *s - 54625mm2

The flange supplies an areaof 500*75:37500 mm'
A"o*p. ) Almnge

:. T - section
:. Area to be supplied by the web : 54625 - 37500 = L7t25 mmZ

Thus the neutral axis is located
l7l25ll30:132 mm below the flange
The center of pressure ( C ) is located at the centroid of the compressive area, thus

r, -zA*yto - >,A

600

lo=70mm
d:600 - 100 :500 mm
a:d-lo
.'. a=500 -70 = 430 mm
M,=f*a= 1600.5*430/1000 = 688.2 kl[.m

yo:70 mmT i i5?" r""--"-" --- " - ---" - r' r

I:ll__ -1"' *o
F-t
130
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Over-Reinforced Bonded Beams

In an over-reinforced simply supported prestressed beam, the position of the neutral axis at
rupture (failure) will be low, and compressive failure will take place in the concrete before
the ultimate strength in the steel is developed. To evaluate the stress of steel at rupture of the

beam (fr), it is necessary to study the strain distribution in the section and relate them to the

stress-strain curve of steel. The maximum strain of concrete at failure varies between (0.003-

0.004) and may be taken as (0.0034). Assuming that plane section remains plane at rupture,
the strain of steel at rupture of the beam is:

d-kd t-k
€sz= 0.0034 kd = 0.0034 k

€cu = 0' 0034

es

Strains due to loading

This strain is added to the prestressed strain in the steel (8"1) at the time when concrete

strain is zero on the top fiber. The total strain (e") is given by
E": e"1* €s2

f,"Wnefei 9"1= 
F*

f r": effective prestress stress (after losses)

E": modulus of elasticity of steel= 200000 MPa
The corresponding stress ( f 'r) can be obtained from the stress-strain diagram of steel.

/ -T\
/ L-nol ,\

7-------
e.z =0.0034 (l-kyk

Strains due to loading
Beam elevation

If the stress ( /, ) is near the ultimate value (f ')o the section is not over-reinforced and the
previous method using the ultimate strength of steel is accurate enough. If ((/" )is
appreciably lower than (/i) the solution has to be modified. A method of trail and error can

be used to obtain the actual value of (/" ) at rupture.

esl :strain due
to prestress

Strains due to
orestress and beam
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Example:
For the rectangular section of example 1, compute the ultimate resisting moment
using the trial and error method.

Solution:
Corresponding to the first trail in example (1) assuming a stress

( f , - f', : 1650 N /mmz), the neutral axis at rupture was located at (kd=181 mm)
from the top.
The maximum concrete strain is assumed to be (0.0034), the strain in the steel (e"2)
can be obtained as:
d:h-cover:600 -100:500 mm
d-kd=500-181:319 mm

d-kd
e sz:e cu* ttd"

esz: o. oo34 - :# - o. oo6

Assume that the effective prestress stress (f ," : B4O N /mmz)
(initial stress=1000 N/mm", losses 160 , R=0.84)
And E,:200000 N/mm2, Ilence,

f ," - B4o
es1= T: 200000 - O.OO42

Thus the total strain at failure= 0.006 +0.0042=0.0102
Assume that the high-tensile wires have a stress-strain diagram as shown in the figure
below.

0.01 0.02 0,03 0.04 0.0s 0.05

Unit strain, mm per mm

d

E

€ 2ooo
z
o
f Ltt4
0.,

q

3 667
o

oLe
.Ec3

0.0034
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.'. the stress (fs) comesponding to the total strain is /" =1400 N/mm' . f'r:1650
N/mm2.
Next assuming a stress of fr:1490 N/mm2

97O x L4OO
T : Aps f ,: 1000 - 1358 kN

1358 * 103 : L54.5 mm
o.Bs fLb

e s2:0' 0034 x

o.Bs f L b
(soo - 1s4. s)

154.5
e s: 0. OO42 + 0.0076 : 0. 0118
Which corresponds to t:1460 N/mm2
This is close enough to the assumed value (f,=L400 N/mm2;.
Hence the ultimate moment is

0. B5 * 34.5 * 300

:0.0076

Mu
t46o x e7o (soo _ry)

o \ :598.7 kN.m1000 1000
1655.4 - 598.7

which is about | 

-

\ oss.+
x 100 : OUo)

9%o lower than the approximate value obtained in example 1:
In the above example, it is seen that f', is [(1a60l1650 )*100=897o] equal to 0.89 /!
which means that about 89o/o of the ultimate strength is developed at failure.
Appreciable elongation of steel and considerable deflection and cracking of the beam
occur before failure. This is not considered as a seriously over-reinforced beam. A
beam would be really over-reinforced when the value of k was greater than 0.5
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Ultimate Moment bv ACI-code

Moment design of prestressed flexural members may be computed using strength equations

similar to those used for nonprestressed concrete members. Same approach of ACI Code

provided for rectangular and flanged sections, with tension reinforcement only(singly

reinforced) and with tension and compression reinforcement.
When part of the prestressed steel is in the compression zone, a method based on applicable

conditions of equilibrium and compatibilify of strain at factored load condition should be

used.
The design moment strength $Mu for other sections is computed by an analysis based on

stress and strain compatibilify, using the stress-strain properties of the prestressing steel.

For prestressing steel, fo. shall be substituted for f, in strength computations.
As an alternative to a more accurate determination of fr. based on strain compatibility' the

following values of fp, shall be permitted to be used if f," is not less than 0.5 fpu.

[.>0.5 fp, ....(1-flex)
where f."=effective stress in tendon, after all losses

l)For member with bonded tendons:

r"=h{'+l''k.tt-'l}
where a=of' ,c[)'=o'f'- f'" " f',
fn.= stress in prestressing steel at nominal flexural strength

Pu=Ao,l(b*do)
Ar.=area of prestressing steel in flexural tension zone

b=width of compression face of member
dn=distance from extreme comp. fiber to centroid of tendon

/o = 0.55 for fpy/ fp, > 0.80

=0.40 for fpy/ fp, > 0.85
:0.28 for fpy/ fpu > 0.90

F, = 0.65, f' ,> 56 N I mm'

9r=0.85, f',<28N I mmz

4 = [0.85 -(f"-28r9rEr, 28< f',156If/mm'

....(2-flex)

....(3-flex)

....(4-flex)

.....(S-flex)

.....(6-flex)

When calculatin g forby above equation, if any compression reinforcement is taken into

account, the term lr,k. fft -, ,] > 0.17 ....(7-nex)
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2) For member with unbonded tendons and with a span-to-depth ratio < 35 :

fpr:fr"*lo *-L

ft
fp, : fr, +7 0 + --!----s--

But fo. in the above equation shall not be taken greater than the lesser of
fp' sfpy

< (1t',"+ 420)
......(10-flex)

3)For member with unbonded tendons and with a span-to-depth ratio > 35 :

.....(9-flex)

......(1l-flex)

Butf^ in the above equation shall not be taken greater than the lesser of
fp' lfpy

< 0""+ 210)
......(l2-flex)

Per ACI 3l8M-08commentary Eq.(l3-flex) and (l4-flex) apply,
respectively:

0 = 0.65+ (e, -0.002)(25013) ......(13-flex)
or

0 - 0.6s+ 0.zs1l- (s/3)) ......(l4-rieD
cldt

Note that dt =distance from [p.21 code] extreme compression fiber to
layer of longitudinal tension steel.

based on e, or cldl
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ExamPle 1:

Solution:
-a- -T'

l.54

=uo\
I

66

ffi"'.^^nrtednretensiondouble.teehasthefollowingproperties:
The roof fra-mtn g si1ql{ :}.pIr'I*,' vr= 1 00 mrn. y b=;il;,' en tT r g^ry'i,=-;' :i
sxampl? lt ---:..^ oirnnlv supported pretension double-tee has the rollulvrrrE 5T"i=zsnr**',
if,;-'-or-h" '*rr'*"'*'i'ijlljije",;lff-1=i11T#.J,f'jlTil',i;; fll;;i";= 2-'8 kN/m 'Ac=I.18*L0t-mm'

Prestress Conlrete

$-$.53nr'rn
7 ',rtire 

strenei

rheroorrra-r'u5";'r.,i* j{,-:i:IL=,r"111,#;,]',1;1"#Til';;;i=ium,w5=2.8kN/m'
Ac=I.18*L0t-mm''
ftiiiNl*m2, fpu=1^819l1*-'"-'consf,arrr 

r'!Lvu"^-'-r' 
_ -a t$ =oRit'c=4uNrrurr e rvu 

--o.gkNl- ,-rz -^- Lr l fn / fno=0'85

**lUfii#';#flil'fr**"rrr is oKper Acr 318-M08 assum'l

1150mm

r*= r*l-'fo,?1 t@-' li ..l::-'
with no rebars Eq'(2-fiex)simplifies to lco = 47'= 0l:

rn"=f*=lr-fr,?\
P o = A * t(b * d r)=210/(1150*282)=0'0006475

naseO on Eq'(S-flex) with f"/ fno=0'85;

:. y, =0.40

B = [0.8s- (40- 28)Tl =o'1643

I . 
-]i-,,lo.ooo647sfl, I=1831N/mm2;. fp, =l$6ot - 

o J 6$,tr''vvvv

a=A,,.f,/(0.85 f " 
b)=210x1831/(0.gs*40*ttio)=9.832 

mm < h752 mm

MnI Ao,fo,@p-o/2)
" -' - 

= t.ls i i i o' z t o (z sz-e' I s 2/2)

=106'54 kN'm

Calculate e'j
c=^l F, =gElzto'1643 =12'864 mm

.'. Based on CL tendon :

.,-Tx(d.,_ c)

e,= 0.003 x gt2-12864)[2'864

=0.0628 >0'005

.'. Tension toottol [see diagram P' t 
,,
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tendon CL

:. O = 0.9per ACI Code

:. Mu = {Mn = 0.9*106.54 =95.9 k}[.m, the factored load resistance capacify, Mr
For the given loading:
W a=1..2(2.8+ 1. 1 )+ 1.6 *0.8:5.96 kN/m
Mu,midspan=5.96*1 02 18=74.5 kN.m<Mr-95.9 kN.m Ok.
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statics; afreinforced concrete section

or a prestressed .or.r.i. section.u. u. represented by couple (c-T couple)

Foraprestressedconcretebeam,theinternl,r"o"n"*"lrotrepresentedas:

Structural Engineerilg Divffi Prestress Concrete

Elasti@

M=0
C=T= 0

ML
C1=T1

P=15kN

M2
C2=I2

M2
a2

rn aprestressed concrete beam section under working roads, as external moment

increases, the magnitude of (c l ""0 t 
T ) remains practlca*y constant while the lever

arm (a) increases almost proportionally'

* For a reinforced concrete beam, th" it'tttnal couple may be rprsented as

In a reinforced concrete beam section' as the external :"Y11-.T:*tJJ"tffi::filX:'ffi",Ti::Tl,:"':::::',3Tli.U[:i[i::"T^t*';;;; in:direct proportion wh.e

ffi=#;-;;6;til 'o"tu"t 
within working loads'

{. In a prstressed concrete beam, the location of (T) remains fixed and location of

(c) varie, u, ih" external ilhi;; *o*.rt .nirrg.t. For a given moment (M)'

ihe tocation of ( C) can be found as:
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CxA:TxA:M Of A: y
I

At time of transfer T=F;
After all losses have taken place (T:F..)

* The prestressing force (T) does not change a lot and can be considered constant
in applications under service loads

According to the elastic theory, the relations
Iocation of (C ) can be represented as:

tens. 0

between stress distribution and the

Comp. Comp.

E'|e'

(a) (b) (c)
(C) below ( c) at (C) within
bottom kern bottom kern Kern points
point point

(d) (e) (f)

(c) at ( C) within (C) at
c.q.c. Kern points top

Kern

(g)
( C) above
Top Kern
point

Stress distribution in concrete by the elastic theory.

Comp. Comp. Comp. Comp. Comp. 0.

c

.c.<

-_c _

c r-----C

-----+Tt>r +T +T ---->T
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ComPosite SecJionsi(-omposlf,ti ,Jr'lrrvus' 
st part of the

Inprestressed.concrete.:".ffi*:l.ffi"'}:JT#;?".astandcas
,"",,",i'i#lT'ff r;$;,T$;'il:ii'J::l1'.',ih:#il'';"'* j:i'n:lfi*T:ffi 11*:';
ii"ii,lli''j:lffi ",tll3?.lll-;i::""";T'#"il:Tffi,f"ffi:;*I,l-"X:-iliXJ,l.,:Xi,'
Ht;:il:Ill,"iliHJil'!":-p"ii:"i#TYi},,h*.'{ItrI,J[T:,l'J*s'femisprecas'f
;l['r,H:[i,i'r"r'rir,ron with the top slab cast in place resting

Cast in-Place flange

c

.T

c
+

a

Fi+w,

compression in the

lever arm between

cd
Wslab ' F'"+ wt +

Wslab

f
Fr"+ wr +

Ws126* W, I

b

Fr"+w,

e
ws

a) ** ji: : :' 
-"Hfi 

ffi :,:"fiJH:"-il"'ffi I ?fl
fl ;:ffiil.I,.'fi .,;,#ild',il;'";,u$1ii::,T: jll"fl?.1';
ii:::XJt"Jil:: ffiTX,;#;;;;ssive rorce in concrete ( c) is

small.
b) After time dependent losses have taken place' the effective prestress force (F') with

the weight of stem wi' result in stight$1ower:";;;;ti"e^in the bottom fibers and

some small tension or compr-*;;i; it " 
top fibers. The C-T couple will act with a

., ll,$liyfi1";JhTlili;h. srab, its weight grod}ces additionar moment and stresses

d) owing to the effective p..rtr.rr?-, ,tr" *"i+, "1rt.'n 
** and weight of slab w'r"t 

'.we

can add (b) to (c) .smalle, "o*p..r.ion 
is tii't 't bottorn-fibers and some compressron

atthetopfibers.TheleverarmfortheC.Tcouplefurtherincreases
e) Stresses ."r,rriioglr.o.,, ..*i"e load moment are shown' This moment is resisted by the

f) rff#-6'!i"t;,, 1: h"H-:'f::*IJ::;*:J:,'1,.:?J..-,Xi'1"11'ni"lJJ:1,i'
compressroo ir, tir"'totto* fiber, but high compression stresses in the top fibers of the

stem and the slab. The coupl" t cl and ft; acts with an appreciable lever arm'

f.
h)

(b)

stress distribution for cracking and ultimate loads

(a) Stress distribution at cracking load'

(b) Stress distribution at ultimate load
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Example:
The midspan section of a composite beam is shown in the figure below. The precast

stem is (300x900 mm) and is post-tensioned with an initial force (F;) of 2450 kI\. Moment
due to the weight of the precast section is 270 kl\.m at midspan. After it is erected in place,
the top slab of 150 mm by 900 mm wide is to be cost in place producing a moment of 135
kl\[.m. after the slab concrete has hardened, the composite section is to carry a maximum
service load moment of 740 kI\.m compute stresses in the section at various stages.

The effective prestress after losses (Ifl,J is 2140 kI\. Estimate the ultimate moment.

Solution:

c.g.c. of the composite section is located at 635 mm from the bottom 
.

ular section te section
(**')
(**n)

t--t

tl
[J
H
300

Solution:

a) Immediately after prestressing (after immediate losses) the stress in the rectangular
section will be

eooT,c.F.e-
I I 

"=zsolI ''u''
Ioro

1 zoo]

15oF r
I C.g.C

soo I

I

I c'r

fv,=+rs

l*="'

-F,f - "+'A
Fixgxy - Ms*!

*t

f- -2450 x 103 2450* 103 x (450 - 200) x 450 27O*106x450
27O x 103 LBZ * tDB

f =-9.07 + 15.15 +6.67
f top = -9.O7 + 15.15 - 6.67 - -0.59 N/mmz (comp.)
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ffi -rrrs + 6.67 = -17.55 N/ mmo

-0.s9

N

ffi
-L7.55

b) After time dependent t"it"iit prestress' the stresses will be

;";, Fr"*e*Y EMs*Y=-!'" *F s" + 9-r* I + '+
A

-Zt4O x 103 2!4O*103x(450-200) x450-

-+

27O* 106 x 45O ,

192 * LOB

f =-7.93 tL3'23+6'67
'f 

,oo = -7 '93 + 13' 23 - 6'67 =
'i;;, 

= -7.s3 - 13' 23 + 6'67 =

c) After pouring the slab' the stress due to slab moment are:

Msmo * t
t -, I

135x160x450 = T3. 34 N lrtmz

(comP.)

ntt
r_.1
H
300

f=. 279 * LO3

f
ftop=
-clbot-

[-92 * 1oB

, 
1.g2 * 10t

-3.34 N lmmz

-L.37 N lmmz (comP')

-L4.5 N lmmz (comP')

r-l
[ :t..

lij -ffi
l -'l
L:]
H
300

-t.37

ffi

ffi
-14.5

+3.34 N /mmz

--r-t -s'r*Iso+'-.-l- w T+so
eool tl kJo'oI L-l 

+3.34
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